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The transient stability of a power system deals
with the synchronous machine operating in
parallel. It can also be defined as the ability of a
power system to remain in the synchronous state
when subjected to large disturbance.

Abstract- In this paper we compare two facts
devices such as TCSC and UPFC devices for the
transient stability in a two area power system. Here
the facts devices are used to for analysis and control
of a power system. We use the facts devices for
stable operation of a power system in the case of
large faults. We considered the transient stability
because it gives better control which helps in stable
operation of a system which can be found out suing
the MATLAB Simulink.

Most of the power transmission lines are ac lines
operating at voltage of (10kv to 800kv). The distributed
networks operated between 100kv. Modern power
system are designed to operate efficiency to supply
power on demand to various load centres with high
reliability. Modern power system are highly
interconnected for economic reasons. Fast dynamic
control over reactive and active power by target power
electronic controllers. Used to increase controllability
and increase power transfer capability. It is defined as a
power electronic base system and other state equipment
that provide control of one or more ac transmission
system parameters. Depending on the power electronic
devices used in the control the facts controllers.

I. Introduction:
In the upcoming days the complexity of a linear power
system is increasing due to various generators and
transmission loads and transformers. Due to which the
transmission lines will be now more loaded than the
stable operation
The one of the major factor for fault that may occur is
the transmission limiting factor that may cause the
transient stability which might give rise to the
blackout.

II. POWER SYSTEM STABILITY
Power system stability can be defined as the property of
a power system that enables it to remain in a state of
operation under normal operating equilibrium under
normal operating conditions and to regain an acceptable
state of equilibrium after being subjected to disturbance.

To prevent these type of problems we use the FACTS
(Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System)
which is new in the field of power electronics which
helps to improve the stability of any power system in
many ways.

Instability in a power system may be manifested in many
different ways depending on the system configuration
and operating mode. The stability problem has been one
of mainly synchronous operation. Fig: 1 shows the
classification of the power system stability

But our project leads to transient stability we consider
the UPFC and TCSC FACTS Devices among which
one gives the maximum transient stability by
improving the system operation in a power system.
The facts device has capacity to carry the power closer
to the thermal rattings. By using so we can increase the
system transmission ability and power flow ability of
a power system using the FACTS Device.
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In large power systems the transient stability may
not occur at the first swing instability it could be
the result of superposition of several modes of
oscillations causing excursions of rotor angle
beyond the first swing.
The time domain of interest in case of
largedisturbance as well as small-disturbance
angle stability is anywhere between 0.1- 10 s. Due
to this reason small and large-disturbance angle
stability are considered to be short term
phenomenon.

III. FACTS DEVICES
In this project we are doing the transient stability which
come in the category of the rotor angle stability

ROTOR ANGLE STABALITY:
The rotor angle stability of a power system is defined as
the ability of a interconnected synchronous machine of
a power system to remain in
Synchronism. It consists of two types such as Small
disturbance or small-signal angle stability and transient
stability. In this project we are doing a transient stability
analysis on the power system and observe the outputs.

TRANSIENT ANGLE STABILITY:
It is the ability of a power system to remain in
synchronism when subjected to large disturbances. The
resulting system response invokes large excursions of a
generation rotor angles and is influenced by the
nonlinear power angle relationship. Here the
disturbances can be faults, switching on or off of very
large generator loads, large generation tripping.

Stabality depens on both the initial operation of
the system and the severity of the disturbance.
The system is designed and operated in such a
way that the system remains to be stable for a
selected set of contingencies.

The rotor angle continuous to increase the steadily
until synchronism is lost. The synchronism is
stable in the first swing but becomes unstable as a
result of growing oscillations as the end state is
approached.
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F.A.C.T.S:It is also defined as the (Flexible AC transmission
system) is a new technology in power electronic devices
which is mostly used in these days it is used as the
switching converters used for system utilization and
enhance transfer capacity in the stability analysis and it
is also used in maintain the security and also most
reliable in operation and also used for a good power
quality of a AC system. Some of the different types of
facts devices which are being used are tcsc, upfc, sssc,
statcom, svc etc can be seen in fig 2.
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Thyristor Switched Series Capacitors:

It is a capacitive controller which consist of a capacitor
bank which is connected in series along with a thyristor
switching reactor in the form of a shunt which helps to
provide control of series capactive reactance.

STATCOM:

Unified Power flow Controller:
UPFC is consists of two facts devices which is
synchronous series compensator and a static
synchronous compensators with a DC common link
coupling to allow the real power flow which flows in
bidirectional between the series O/P terminals of the
SSSC and the shunt O/P terminals of STATCOM. It can
also independently control the shunt
reactive
compensation.

This facts device shunt operated voltage source
converter which helps in converting dc voltage into
three set of voltages with frequency, amplitude and
phase.

SSSC:
It is defined as the Static Synchronous series
Compensators whose voltage is controllable
independently in the line current which helps in
decreasing the reactive drop across the line which
helps in controlling the transmitted electric
power.

FACTS INSTALLATION ISSUES:-

Installing facts devices is a great idea but there are some
issues for installing facts devices such as the we need
the maximum efficiency we must find a suitable place
for installing the facts device and for the feedback
signals for the facts based stabilizers and the other
problem is that for the robustness of these stabilizers to
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the variations is also an important factor which needs to
be considered. Even the coordination among the
stabilizers needs to be taken into consideration which
helps to avoid the adverse effects.

For UPFC-

Expected simulation results:For TCSC-

Description
Here the UPFC is used to control the power flow in a
500KV transmission line and it is places left at 75km
line between the 500KV buses which is used to control
both active and reactive power flowing through the
buses it also consist of two 100MVA, 48 pulse GTObased converter connected to bus the shunt and series
will exchange power through the DC bus which can
inject a max of 10% nominal power

Description
Here in this project the tcsc is placed on a 500kv,
long transmission line which helps to improve the
power factor with and without the tcsc the power
transfer is carried out and it’s around 110MW in
the first 0.5sec and then the tcsc placed then the
nominal compensation is about 75% using
capacitors and firing angle is about 90deg. But the
natural oscillation frequency of a tcsc is
163Hzwhichg is 2.7 times of fundamental
frequency can be seen in fig 5.

This converter can be operated in three different modes:

Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) mode, when
both shunt and series converters are interconnected
through DC bus. When the disconnect switches between
the DC buses of shunt and series converter will open two
additional modes will be available.
Shunt converter when operating as Static Synchronous
Compensator controlling voltage at bus B1
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Series converter when operating as Static
Synchronous Series Capacitor controlling
injected voltage, while keeping injected voltage
in quadrature with the current.
The mode of operation the reference voltage and
reference power values can be changed by UPFC
GUI block.

CONCLUSION:In his project we compare the transient stability of
a two area power system using different types of
facts devices like UPFC and TCSC. Here we can
conclude that the performance of the UPFC is
better for load flow control and voltage control
which improves the power system voltage
stability when compared to the other FACTS
devices like TCSC which improves transient
stability and dynamic stability is same in both the
FACTS devices. Hence we consider the TCSC for
better transient stability of a power system but in
other cases we consider UPFC FACTS device for
more stability of the power system. Here we
compared the facts device with the series and
shunt facts devices and hence found out that
TCSC has maximum efficiency I the transient
stability in a power system. By using this method
we can also find the voltage stability of a power
system.
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